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Did you knowDid you know
forestry is our #1forestry is our #1

agricultural industry?agricultural industry?
Trees our #1 crop?Trees our #1 crop?

Across
2. Farm animal that plays in the mud.
4. A horse is measured in hands or feet?
5. Louisiana's No. 1 agricultural crop.
8. A baby chicken.
10. Louisiana No. 1 agricultural
      industry.
    

Down
1. Name for all farm animals
    raised for their milk, meat,
    work or wool.
3. A male sheep.
6. A female sheep
7. A wooly farm animal 
9. A baby cow

Answers: Across-2. Pig, 4. Hands, 5. Trees, 8. Chick, 10. Forestry Down-1.LIvestock, 
3. Ram, 6. Ewe, 7. Sheep, 9. Calf

Eggs periment-Eggs periment-
Fresh egg? How can you tell?

Raw or cooked? Eggs periment-Eggs periment-Eggs periment-
Fresh egg? How can you tell?Fresh egg? How can you tell?
Place an egg in an empty glass, then fill the glass with 
water. Does the egg float? A fresh egg doesn't float 
because it contains very little air. The older the egg, 
the more air space it has. An egg that floats is too old 
to eat. You will need a glass, an egg and water.

Raw or cooked?Raw or cooked?
Spin two eggs (one raw, one 

boiled). See how they spin. A raw 
egg will wobble because the 

insides do not spin with the shell. Can you 
guess which egg is cooked andwhich egg is raw? 

You will need one raw egg and one boiled egg.
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Did you knowDid you know that chickens lay colored eggs?  Some are even shades 
of blue and green.

Did you knowDid you know that the spots on a Holstein cow are like fingerprints, 
no two patterns are alike? So, every Holstein is unique.

Did you knowDid you know that pigs can get sunburned? That they will eat 
worms and snakes? And, that they are smarter than dogs?

Did you knowDid you know that a sheep's wool resists flames, because wool fiber 
contains moisture?

Did you know Did you know that Louisiana is ranked 2nd in the nation in the 
production of sugarcane and sweet potatoes, 3rd in rice and 5th in cotton 
                        and pecans?  
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